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I welcome you to take a journey through the vivid pages of artblend magazine. Get immersed in the stunning photography 

and get inspired by the stories of industry leaders in art, entertainment, culture, and business. We are very excited about 

this third issue, which brings you talent from around the world.

ItIt is our aim to hold your attention among the best of the best in this new publishing venture. Our intention is to present 

stories, articles, artist’s profiles, and the like, in an organized and structured way, and also to share the kind of information 

that will resonate far beyond our city’s borders and proliferate around the world. We plan to attract the most talented 

contributors and give them space to present photos and write stories that you want to read. In short, we intend to be a 

reader’s magazine that’s well-written and well-illustrated.

TTo accomplish these goals, the magazine maintains a careful balance between advertising and editorial content. We won’t 

be indebted to business interests and, instead, will make independent decisions on editorial content based on what our 

readers want to see. We will offer an enriched body of stunning page-turning artist profiles. We will cover art events and 

exhibitions, developing trends, and industry topics. We will do so with bold, exciting imagery and articles which offer a new 

approach having international appeal. We will have no fluff, no filler. 

AndAnd overall, we will be an art magazine that reflects current times and interest of the readers who pick up these pages. This 

is our commitment to you, as your art magazine, artblend.

Best Always,

Michael Joseph

Publisher

MichaelMichael Joseph is an American fine art photographer who is best known for his award-winning international black-and-white 

photographs of architecture and structures. He has traveled to all 48 contiguous United States and many international cities. His 

work has appeared in many exhibitions throughout the country and has been honored in numerous juried art shows. Most 

notably, in 2012 he was named one of the world’s top ten photographers by the Sony World Photography Organization. His 

photographs are held in several important private, public, and museum collections. His photography is licensed and distributed 

to major to major retail outlets, and can be seen in award winning movies, numerous TV shows and commercials. 

letter from the publisher 
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Making an art magazine seems to involve an element of the supernatural. It takes finding and hiring quality writers and 

editors who know how to tell a good story. It requires subscribers interested in your topics, and it takes a team willing to 

work together to take an idea and make it flourish. It certainly takes commitment on the part of the publisher and editor to 

push every member of that team for the very best they have in them. And that is exactly what we’ve done with artblend. 

AnAn art magazine should inform its readers about fascinating events, businesses, and most importantly, artists. We have 

spanned the globe to bring you an accomplished variety of talent, which you will discover for yourself among our 

eye-popping Artist Profile pages. 

WWe said we would appeal to the International art market and keep our finger on the pulse of the art industry. To that end, you 

can navigate your way to our feature article on “The Art of Investing in Art – buyer beware and follow the leader and “10 Tips 

for Success” and let it guide you to - what you really need to know to make it in the art world.  A magazine should also raise 

awareness, ask questions, and provide useful information, like those found in this issue’s other feature stories: “The Fine Art 

Print Market” - some basic terms and techniques to help you identify, evaluate, and purchase fine art prints, and  “New York, 

New New York” – which a certain professional photographer reveals insider tips as he shoots “The Big Apple”.

It is important to know that the stories in these pages came about because our team was inquisitive about what is currently 

taking place within the art industry domestically and abroad. We set out to provide the answers in an in-depth, 

well-researched, and unbiased forum. It is with this talent and commitment that we will continue to provide our readers 

quality substance.

We anticipate that you will enjoy this issue of artblend magazine. And we will see you again in our next issue  #4 as we 

present more “creative minds at work”.

Yours Truly,

Elaine Joseph

Editor-in-Chief

ElaineElaine Joseph has an extensive career history in management, marketing, promotion, and advertising. She has worked 

with several leading companies in the music and entertainment industry and major retail stores including: Transworld 

Entertainment, New England Video, The Musicland Group, Compact Disc World, Blockbuster Video, and Victoria’s Secret. 

She is the recipient of several awards recognizing her for outstanding accomplishments, record-setting achievements, and 

innovative concepts. She is the long-time successful business manager of Michael Joseph Photography and Chief 

Executive Officer of Artblend Inc.

a message from the editor-in-chief 
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Our third issue features the fine art painting titled "Flowers of Color" by artist Murray 

Weinstein. His art is clearly demonstrated in the mutation of his artistic style from traditional 

representation to total hard-edge geometric abstraction. The trained eye will note the 

obvious − that Weinstein is greatly influenced and inspired by Piet Mondrian, Gerhard 

Richter, and Peter Max. His seemingly simplified paintings are brought down to the most 

basic elements in order to reveal the essence of balance, symmetry, and harmony. He 

constructs lines and color combinations on a flat plane in order to express general beauty 

withwith unfettered awareness, but not always with calculation. He is led by his own intuition, 

which is channeled and controlled by an innate rhythm. You can learn more about him in our 

Artists Profiles section on page #84..
 



Art as an investment avenue has been considered an 
interesting and profitable alternative, but it is also extremely 

risky. With uncertain stock market returns and interest rates at 

their lowest in decades, nervous investors are now considering 

alternative investment avenues. Some of them are hoping to 

find solace in alternative investments such as fine art, wine and 

even stamps.

I.E.C Harimis    Athens, Greece

buyer beware and 
follow the leaders

The Art of 
Investing  
In Art





But advocates of art investing argue with growing volume of 

supporting analysis. Prominent among them are from 

professors Jianping Mei and Michael Moses, at New York 

University's Stern School of Business, who found that art has 

outperformed S&P 500 (excluding transaction costs, since they 

are not included in stock market index such as the S&P 500) in 

the past 50 years. From 1875 to 2000 art has outperformed 

fixedfixed income, but underperformed equities. And in the past two 

and half years of stock market losses, art has outperformed 

equities.

“For frightened investors this may sound soothing. But art 

is high-risk investment, riskier than stocks. Prices of art 

fluctuate more widely than stocks. In the short-term, 

market volatility is relatively high compared with other 

asset classes.”

Art market is illiquid, opaque and unregulated. Transaction 

costs are too high, sometimes up to 25% and may in fact wipe 

out the profits. Further, the money invested in art is at the 

mercy of erratic public taste and short-lived trends. Above all, 

art's unpredictable value makes it as easy to lose as to profit. 

However, Wolfgang Wilke, Vice-President, Dresdner Bank's 

Economics Department, who has been researching on this 

topictopic for the last 20 years, feels, art investment is high risk only 

if the selected investment period is too short. But over the 

long-term - experience suggests 10 years and more - 

investment in art provides annual average returns. The 

prerequisite is investment in top-quality art.

The Art of Investing in Art: Part 2

Virginia also believes that with knowledge, practice and 

discernment, the risk is alleviated. "The high end of the market 

is not at the mercy of public taste. The art market has its 

blue-chip investments and these quality investments will bring 

reliable return. Of course, the entry point is higher," she adds.Mark Rothko, No. 14

The Art of Investing in Art: Part 1

TheseThese alternative investments' performance is alluring. Indices 

tracking the performance of high-class art have held up well in 

the recent economic slowdown, while art-auction houses 

report record prices. Art as an object of investment has been 

debated for long. However, in the age of 20% returns on stock 

markets and a long bull market, the concept of art as an 

investment option was passed over.

ButBut the corporate scandals, stock market losses and low 

interest rates have helped it to re-emerge. Virginia Wilson, an 

art consultant from Australia, says, "Art has been an attractive 

investment for centuries and is becoming increasingly 

recognized as it has outperformed more conservative 

investments over the last few decades. It is an alternative 

investment earning capital gains rather than a dividend."

ArtArt can never be considered as financial asset. Critics contend 

that investing in art disregards the traditional yardsticks of 

financial analysis, since they do not generate income streams 

that can be discounted. It is a bet on the price appreciation of 

something whose value defies financial logic.

BillBill Muysken, Global Head of Research, Mercer Investment 

Consulting, feels, "Artworks do not generate any income, 

except to the extent that income can be obtained from lending 

them to galleries, and they incur negative income in the form of 

storage and associated costs. Whilst some artworks have 

appreciated enormously in value over time, it is difficult to 

make a case for artworks overall earning a positive net rate of 

retureturn in real terms over the long run."
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prices and the equity markets, just as there is little correlation 

between different categories within the art market. This might 

make art a good choice for investors that want to diversify their 

portfolios."

TheThe Mei/Moses All Art index, which is based on the resale 

values of paintings sold at public auction in New York, shows a 

correlation of 0.04% (over the past 50 years) with the US stock 

market. Consequently, art has the ability to reduce the risk of a 

portfolio when combined with the other assets and Art 

combines passion and investment. But under purely financial 

aspects as well, art is a genuine contender as part of any 

sophisticatedsophisticated asset planning, hence looks like the right 

candidate for inclusion in portfolio.

The Art of Investing in Art: Part 3 

WWolfgang Wilke says, "Investment in works of art helps reduce 

portfolio risk as trends on the art market generally have a 

slightly negative correlation with the financial markets." William 

Goetzmann at Yale School of Management has subjected the 

art market to econometric analysis, and found that the art 

market's beta - its synchronized movement with the stock 

market - is higher than one.

“This“This means that in boom times art moves up more, and in 

crashes art drops lower.”

But the effect is lagged. If the past is any guide, the art market 

will react with a delay to declining stock markets and economies. 

Services launched Fine Art Fund, a private equity-backed 

venture aimed at pension funds and university endowments. It 

hopes to raise $350 million, locked in for 10 years, to invest in 

a portfolio of top-quality art. The fund managers feel, it will 

appeal to those investors who have seen some of their biggest 

holdings plummet as the value of a quality painting will never 

go down to zero-it will never do an Enron.

FineFine Art Fund also plans to solve the problem of lack of 

dividend income in this type of investment by renting out its art. 

This can be a boon to wealthy private investors, wanting to 

take advantage of slow but steadily growing art market. The 

advantage of investing in good art is - it survives economic 

downturn. In art markets cumulative selling pressure arises 

only during economic depression and that is primarily confined 

to the lower segment of the art market.to the lower segment of the art market.

Wolfgang Wilke in his report Investing in Art' says, "The 

long-term trend in inflation adjusted art prices follows the 

general economic trend, i.e., art prices rise above average 

compared to the prices of other goods. However, lower priced 

categories react quickly to worsening economic environment. 

An economic slowdown causes drop in demand and an 

increase in supply (plummeting assets and income trigger 

ofoffloading), leading to forced selling. This, however, does not 

apply at all or only rarely to artworks in the top price category."

Consequently, top-quality art tends to be more stable than 

most financial investments in difficult times. Further, the 

long-term trend for art prices is definitely upwards. Wolfgang 

Wilke says, "Art is a scarce product and not reproducible at 

will. Rising incomes over the long-term ensure a steady rise in 

demand for works of art against falling supply."

ForFor investment-quality art the limited supply adds to the 

increasing demand, this would mean a definite price 

appreciation over the long run.

“But the main attraction of the art market and the prime 

reason for its resurgence as an investment is its low 

correlation with other financial assets.”

DespiteDespite the recent collapse of many financial markets, the fine 

art market has stayed buoyant over the past three years, 

though market volumes have fallen. This year some top art 

even fetched record prices. But the perceptions about the 

performance are not unanimous as regards the correlation of 

art values with the stock markets.

IoannisIoannis Evangelos C. Haramis, an investment advisor with 

www.greekshares.com, which advices on art investment, says, 

"Cycles in the art market are not necessarily linked to those of 

other asset classes and there is low correlation between art 
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Valuation is based more on human emotion than on any 

predictable model. Rival bidders who like the same piece can 

quickly push the sale price beyond all estimations. Accepted 

price levels for works of art are established by the interplay 

between auctioneers and dealers.

WWolfgang Wilke says, "There is no objective" value for works of 

art. Prices follow overall prosperity (income growth) and 

evaluation according to aspects of taste. Those items, which 

become the focus of a change in taste later, generate the 

highest yields. Anticyclical investment is thus the hallmark of 

the successful investor." In the end, as the beauty lies in the 

eyes of the beholder, so is the value.

TheThe key for art investing success, like stocks, is predicting 

which works of art will increase in value. Investors who are not 

hesitant of high risk can make the biggest gains at the lower 

end of the market by investing in lesser known and new artists. 

The problem with this is that there are so many artists in the 

world and finding the one that will become the next Rembrandt 

or Picasso can be next to impossible. It is unlike predicting the 

companies that would be futucompanies that would be future stars.

The Art of Investing in Art: Part 4

ArtArt market can be divided into five categories: Old Masters 

(1300-1860), Impressionists (1860-19"10), Modern (1940.1970), 

Contemporary (1985 onwards). It is the last category that is 

more risky. Old Master art tends to hold its value because it 

embodies the deepest aesthetic and cultural qualities, and 

acquires tangible investment value as a source of these 

qualities. In the case of contemporary art, so much of it is 

basedbased on a fashion and artists tend to rise and fall very quickly. 

At the same time, top art is unlikely to fetch huge gains.

It is much less likely to increase in value than middle or 

lower-priced works, according to Mei/Moses fine art index. For 

art value, artist, of course, is the most significant factor, but 

only a starting point. To be able to attract a top price, a painting 

must also be thoroughly typical of the artist i.e., the style which 

people have come to think of as characteristic of the 

appreciated enormously in value over time, it is difficult to 

makemake a case for artworks' overall earning a positive net rate of 

return in real terms over the long run. Other basic components 

of value are authenticity, condition, rarity and technique.

The unique investment as it is, art market has some unique 

risks. Successful investment in art requires not only extensive 

know-how about the artistic quality and authenticity but also 

the peculiar nuisances of the art market. As each work of art is 

different and the markets are everything but transparent, 

evaluating quality and price requires knowledge of the market 

inside out. There are potentially large differences in expertise 

Rembrandt, The Night Watch

In the immediate aftermath of the stock market crash in 

October 1987, Sotheby's and Christie's achieved record 

prices. The crisis hit the art world only at the start of the 1990s. 

Usually, there is a time lag of nine months to two years between 

the decline of the equity market and the decline of the art 

market.

AlsoAlso Bill Muysken feels art is unlikely to reduce risk for 

investors to any material extent. "The value of artworks tends 

to be highly correlated with equity market values, as many 

wealthy investors - if the past is any guide, the art market will 

react with a delay to declining stock - markets and economies 

in art tend to draw their wealth from equity markets," he adds. 

Nevertheless, art as an investment cannot be overlooked for 

oneone unique reason: An ever-increasing demand coupled with 

an absolutely limited supply. Add to that ability to survive 

economic downturn, one would start contemplating about 

investing in it.

I. E. C. Haramis says, "Although putting money into art may 

not be as straightforward as investing in bonds or equities, 

the art market is attracting increasing interest. As a result, 

we are now seeing a lot more new and old investors that are 

looking to put their money at art."

WWolfgang Wilke feeling the same says, "art is an asset class 

of its own. It is neither a real asset nor a financial asset. Art 

combines passion and investment. But under purely 

financial aspects as well, art is a genuine contender as part 

of any sophisticated asset planning. Valuing art is very 

different from valuing financial instruments. The difficulty of 

investing in the art market arises from the art market's 

inheinherent inefficiencies. The main trouble with investing in art 

is that it is almost impossible to identify an intrinsic value. It 

is about aesthetic judgments.

“Each art is different and prices for individual works may 

be unpredictable and difficult to compare.”
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Robert Cottingham, Corona
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between buyers and sellers. And the art markets are often 

cloaked by veil of secrecy. Investment horizons typically run for 

years or even decades, and the market is generally illiquid, 

which significantly limits an investors' ability to convert a 

holding to cash.

TTransaction costs (auction fees, appraisal fees, insurance, 

handling costs etc.) are by far larger than in other markets. 

Though there has been increase in availability of and access to 

data from art-research firms, websites dedicated to prices of 

art, indices of the art market and art auctions, it is far from 

adequate.

“The“The main trouble with investing in art is that it is almost 

impossible to identify an intrinsic value. When evaluating 

individual purchases, there are few risks that may not arise 

when investing in securities.”

The Art of Investing in Art: Part 5

ForFor example, there is no official registration office or 

certification authority that can authenticate the ownership of 

individual artworks. Other transaction risks include absence of 

clear title, forgery, mislabeling, and auction fraud. These risks 

have made art market a place for insiders. On a physical level, 

art typically requires a specially controlled environment where 

temperature, humidity and light are continuously monitored. 

FurtheFurther, thin and opaque markets make it easy for the insiders 

to artificially inflate the prices. For instance, price-fixing 

collusion by the two major auction houses in 2000, Sotheby's 

and Christie's, defrauded art investors by millions of dollars. 

The method is similar to stock market manipulations by the 

major stockbrokers. However, in the art world, there is not even 

pretense of accounting and the market is entirely unregulated.

Yue Minjun, Sky
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A few firms are even turning to art experts to build art portfolios 

for their wealthy clients. But it is never going to be just about 

the numbers. Art speaks a language-subjective and unique. 

Most people, who have made money over the years, haven't 

bought art as an investment.

“Art“Art is certainly a growing asset class, to use financial 

language. Nearly everyone, from art experts to gallery 

owners to financial advisers, emphasize that investment 

should never be the sole-or even the primary-reason to 

buy art.”

The Art of Investing in Art: Part 6

I.I. E. C. Haramis feels, "Collecting art can be one of the most 

enjoyable ways to spend money. An engaging work can 

provide its owner with a lifetime of visual pleasure-and then 

fetch cash! But investment in art should not be solely financially 

motivated! Buy what you love, because even though it might 

go through a transitory devaluation, the intrinsic value of the 

work will always be there!"

ViVirginia Wilson says, "The art market has been in existence for 

a long time because of its returns - capital gain, pleasure and 

social status." Considering that art touches a personal chord, it 

can never be a staple part of institutional investment portfolio.

BillBill Muysken feels there will always be a place for artworks in 

the investment portfolios of wealthy private individuals who 

gain enjoyment from investing in art that goes beyond its 

attraction from a pure investment standpoint, but not in 

institutional investment portfolios.

“And“And in final analysis, art markets are a lagging indicator of 

economic growth and are fallout of general wealth 

creation. Among other things, many owners view the 

artworks as a symbol of their social status.”

FurtheFurther, just as Bill Muskyn concurs, art has a role in society 

that goes well beyond its investment value. That function has 

existed for thousands of years, and will most likely continue to 

exist in the future, regardless of the merits of art as an 

investment, and it is this image associated with it as a 

connoisseur that creates an ever increasing wannabes willing 

to pay through their nose to differentiate themselves..

I. E. C. Haramis says, "The art world is far less regulated than 

securities and real estate, so there is often no resource in the 

event of misrepresentation. The investor is very much on his 

own to perform appropriate due diligence." During the asset 

inflation of the 1980s, large corporations in Japan and the US 

invested large sums in abstract art and landscapes. When the 

bubble burst, corporations" holdings became mere wallpapers 

asas the distorted market took a dive. Art market itself is not 

volatile. Investors, seeking financial gain only, create volatility in 

the market.

“Art is a good investment, but only in the long run. Its gain 

has been slow, but steady. It is a good investment only 

because people of taste recognize their historical 

significance and their rarity. These are values that no other 

investment options offer.”

IfIf greedy investors, for whom these values do not matter, start 

playing in the marketplace, the short-term economic value may 

become disproportionately emphasized over their long-term 

aesthetic and historical values. Wolfgang Wilke says, the 

zeitgeist and the search for alternatives to the classic forms of 

investment will ensure that art as an asset class will enjoy an 

unimagined upswing." The number of art advisory firms 

prpromising to help new art market entrants is growing. Many 

financial institutions are building up large databases covering 

various segments of the art market.
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Artists are persons who are engaged in creating, practicing 
and demonstrating an art. They ingeniously express 

themselves. Have you ever wondered what influences an 

artist? Or wondered what their work space looks like? Or what 

music they listen to while creating their work? Well wonder no 

more!

 

WithinWithin this section, we are proud to draw your attention to 

these contemporary artists that have gained importance in the 

art world. They’re considered to be amongst the best, most 

talented and creative persons making art today. Read all about 

what makes these inspiring people just so fascinating and how 

their artworks offer different inner and hidden meanings.

top artists to watch

Artists’ 
Profiles



Missak Terzian, Instruments in Green 



ROB ANDERSON 
 

Aegina, 31” x 22”, charcoal pencil, pastel pencil on paper

www.robandersonstudio.com       rob@robandersonstudio.com
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Aegina is reflective of the time I spent on that beautiful Greek 

island. Clear blue skies, tranquil sea, calm terrain, lovely 

people. A mix of the very, very old and the very new.

The Herald is from a series my friends and family simply refer to 

as “The Man in the Box Series.” I use the box as a simple 

man-made metaphor. Here is the Herald emerging to 

announce. What will he tell us? What will he ask?

ArtistArtist’s Hand is one of many drawings I have done of my hand. 

The model is always around! If you can draw a hand in 

proportion and in foreshortened view, you can draw anything. It 

is the most challenging part in anatomy and aside from the 

face, the most expressive. It is the punctuation mark at the end 

of a sentence..

Artist’s Hand, 26” x 19”, charcoal pencil, charcoal white, sanguine on paper

When I create an artwork, first I form a vision of what it will be. 

I keep that firmly in my mind as I construct the picture. I come 

back to it as I work through the many layered process. It is the 

inspiration that will carry me through to the end. It is the 

inspiration that will keep the picture fresh.

TheThe technique becomes a meditation. Slowly, slowly, I apply 

the strokes to the paper. I build up the drawing surface. 

Charcoal, chalk, sanguine, and pastel. A simple palette to 

describe complex forms. The lines flow around the forms 

creating surface patterns that move. The image becomes 

animated.

TheThe three artworks here are examples of some of the subject 

matter I work with.

“The lines flow around the forms 
creating surface patterns that 

move.”

The Herald, 31” x 23”, charcoal pencil, charcoal white on paper

Rob Anderson
San Francisco, CA
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LAWRENCE R. ARMSTRONG 
 

Achilles, 60” x 46” x 4”, layered canvas, acrylic, and wood

www.lraart.com       lraart@waremalcomb.com
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Lawrence has been a guest lecturer for USC Lusk Center for 

Real Estate, Graduate Real Estate Program; and he was a 

Design Juror for the Fourth Year Integrated Design Project for 

Kent State University. Lawrence has been a speaker on a 

variety of panels for the National Association of Industrial and 

Office Properties (NAIOP) and other commercial real estate 

groups. He has been published in a variety of media including 

OCOC Metro, Real Estate Business Online, Development 

Magazine, and Professional Report Magazine. 

For personal art and design, Lawrence has received these 

individual awards: Shaker Square Circle within a Square 

Design Competition, Cleveland Award, Terminal Tower Design 

Competition Award, OC Design Community Art Exhibition..

Marana AM, 31” x 46”,  iphone digital sketch, paper print, 
acrylic, and aluminum

My work, both in art and architecture, is an ongoing 
exploration of the concept of layers. I have always been aware 

of, and fascinated by, layers in the natural and built 

environment. Layers in Space and Time. Layers in Intellect, in 

Emotion. Synthesis and Interpenetration of Form, of Solid and 

Void, of Chaos and Order, of Simplicity and Complexity.

LawLawrence has a unique, diverse design background, and 

embodies a renaissance approach to life. He is not only a 

talented artist, but an accomplished architect, designer, and 

CEO of a dynamic, international architecture firm, Ware 

Malcomb.  

WWell-known for his strategic, visionary approach to design and 

business, his focus on creativity and innovation influence all of 

his artistic endeavors. His international travels to North 

America, Latin America, Europe, Japan and the Middle East 

have influenced his art as well.

“I have always been aware of, 
and fascinated by, layers in the 
natural and built environment.”

Filla 1.1, 18” x 24” x 12”, layered glass, stainless steel, and acrylic

Lawrence R. Armstrong
Irvine, CA
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ARRACHME ART
 

Embracing Freedom, 48” x 36”, acrylic on canvas

www.arrachmeart.com       info@arrachmeart.com
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Perhaps it’s the interior designer in her that’s very aware of 

what art can bring to a room and, by extension, to one’s life. 

She feels we all live in multiple dimensions, and through her 

multi-layered paintings, she attempts to capture both the 

natural world and unseen influences that, together, create true 

balance. “I paint the silver lining beneath the surface,” she 

says. “I would like people to view my art and walk away feeling 

anythinganything is possible. I would like them to look beyond confining 

thoughts and see that anything is within their grasp.”

And so yet another way to describe her work: Self-actualization 

and relaxation therapy on canvas. Or perhaps, simply, 

“beautiful art for a beautiful mind.”.

Wispy Passion, 48” x 36”, acrylic on canvas

“I would like people to view my 
art and walk away feeling anything 

is possible.”
Arrachme’s unique painterly vision has been described in 
many ways  �  from “Contemporary Seascape Art” to “Media 
Art Darling” to front-runner in the new “Romanticized Realism” 

movement. No matter the labeling, critics have been 

enthusiastically promoting her singular work both at home and 

abroad. (Fresh from Art Expo New York and IBAM Miami, 

Arrachme is currently in the midst of an international art circuit 

tourtour that includes stops in Monaco, Singapore, Dubai, 

Barcelona, Paris, United Kingdom and more.)

But if you ask the artist herself - a former world-class interior 

designer and design professional A.S.I.D. , whose passion for 

making art has been a lifelong obsession - she’ll say her focus 

has always been on creating an uplifting connection for her 

viewers. Through a labor-intensive method of preparing the 

canvas, sanding, then applying multiple layers of paint in 

varying degrees of thicknesses and “flow” temperature 

settings,settings, she has scientifically perfected a method of 

representing both outer and inner realities.

“Both of my latest collections, ‘Balancing Acts’ and ‘Timeless 

Transparencies,’ are designed to create a happy environment 

of inner peace through the depiction of three levels: body, 

water, and sky.” Like her name, a Sanskrit appellative denoting 

peace bringing the speaker to a joyful place, Arrachme’s use of 

varying-depth planes and gossamer hues evoke a higher level 

of existence filled with happiness, peace, and joy.

Verdant Sea Harmony, 48” x 36”, acrylic on canvas

Arrachme Art
The Villages, FL
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DECIA BODDEN
 

Fall Leaf, photography

www.talenthouse.com/deciabodden       bdeboga@hotmail.com
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Based in Meriden, Connecticut; Decia has participated on a 

dozen collective exhibits in the northeast part of the United 

States, where she has won awards for both her experimental 

photography and her works in digital mediums, like iPad 

illustrations.  

AlthoughAlthough a trained advertising professional, Decia has 

dedicated the last 10 years of her live to the world of 

pre-school education, with her art serving as a connector with 

a challenging audience. More recently, a macro series 

documenting the life cycle for the Monarch butterfly serve as 

inspiration for a special needs’ children book published in 

Germany.

DeciaDecia is also a poet and a story-teller, and is actively involved 

in social networks. She publishes online short stories and 

poems, always illustrated with a photograph. She believes that 

as Paul Martin Lester says, “understanding the world is 

accomplished not through worlds, but by reading images”, so 

feel welcome to her world!.

Drunk Fly, photography

For Decia Bodden, photography is more than a passion, it’s a 
therapy. Photography is life itself, and it’s her way to engage 

the world in recognizing the importance of simple things that 

may be invisible to many. She sees beauty in ordinary things 

and grasp through her lens images from a figurative or 

symbolic level, sometimes from an abstract or realistic 

representation, with the intent of connect with people to enjoy 

natunature, the city environment, the people, and passing through 

life noticing things the way she sees them. 

“The way I see things is different, 
I see beauty in ordinary.”

Playing Hooky, of the Series Lost Deer, photography

Decia Bodden
Meriden, CT
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PIA BOSCHETTI
 

Goddess Illusion, 18ct yellow & white gold hinged bracelet features Marquise Aquamarine, 
1x0.10ct, 1x0.22ct and3x0.01ct GHSI diamonds and an Abrolhos Island Black Pearl 

www.latitudegallery.com.au       info@latitudepearls.com.au
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Our mission is to provide for those who share our passion for 

beauty and need to arrange an imaginative and creative gift of 

jewellery or fashion statement that embodies a unique personal 

style. We do not limit ourselves to mainstream artists and 

lovingly use the natural allure of pearls, diamonds and precious 

metals to create a design that incorporates all that is your 

personal uniqueness and hidden, creative passion that can be 

expexpressed in our jewellery.

We cater for all people and their most extravagant or modest 

ideas can be captured forever in our artistic creations. Latitude 

Pearls prides itself on quality pearls that are produced at their 

farm located at the Abrolhos Islands..

Lexi, 9ct yellow gold ring featuring Abrolhos Island 
Mabe Pearl and 6 x 0.03ct GHSI diamonds

“she combines her design skills in 
combination with input from 
jewellers to create an amazing 
collection of uniquely designed 

jewelry.”

Sensation, 18ct yellow and white gold pendant featuring and Abrolhos Island 
Black Pearl, 4mm round Aquamarine and 3x0.01ct RBC diamonds

While many young women only dream of wearing pearls, Pia 

Boschetti is happy farming them in the remote waters of the 

Abrolhos Islands, off the coast of Geraldton, Western Australia. 

Born into a lobster-fishing family, Pia’s affinity with the Abrolhos 

Islands and the Indian Ocean has been lifelong. She was the 

first baby baptised in the Island church and was recently 

married there.

PiaPia has worked in the pearling industry for the past 13 years. 

The love and passion for her work is obvious in every unique 

piece of jewelry designed. As a means of promoting and 

displaying the beautiful pearls she produces herself, she 

combines her design skills in combination with input from 

jewellers to create an amazing collection of uniquely designed 

jewelry. The collection of locally cultured pearls includes 

varietiesvarieties of Black, Akoya, and Penguin Mabe pearls which are 

all grown at the Abrolhos Islands.

Pia Boschetti
Geraldton, West  Australia
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DOMINIQUE BOUTAUD
 

Tres Soigne, 48” x 36”, oil painting and collage on canvas

www.dominiqueboutaud.com       do.boutaud@gmail.com
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“I’m interested in depicting communication in society,” says 

Boutaud. “My colors represent people; the shapes are people 

talking. When people truly communicate, there’s a meeting of 

the minds, a win-win situation, where everyone is happy in the 

end.” If only world leaders would take their cues from art. The 

artist has been recognized internationally  �  at least in the art 
world  �  winning numerous awards over the years from Italy, 
Switzerland,Switzerland, France, Japan, and the U.S. Most recent are the 

Apollo and Maestro Trophies from Italy where she was, in fact, 

awarded a Peace Trophy in 2012.

Still, Boutaud doesn’t take herself too seriously, insisting her 

abstracts remain works where everyone can dream what they 

want. She even encourages collectors to hang her canvases in 

different directions “so you can see different things each time” 

and, in effect, get four paintings for the price of one!.

Pour Garconnet, 48” x 36”, oil painting and collage on canvas

“Viewers are confronted with 
mirrors to reflect how we see both 
ourselves and the outside world.”

When asked when she first discovered art, Dominique 

Boutaud responds with a laugh, “at birth!” The Nice, France, 

native did, indeed, take her earliest artistic steps at the feet of 

her famous painter father, Adrien Lepori. He first opened her 

eyes to the glory of nature and the magnificence of church 

frescoes, where she was encouraged to “see and think in 

another dimension.”

Now living and teaching in New England, wheNow living and teaching in New England, where she’s adopted 

the autumnal palate of her new home, Boutaud’s abstract oil 

collages burst with deep color and texture and life. They may 

contain beach sand to represent the ground we walk on, lace 

for our feminine half, driftwood to denote how we flourish or 

“grow like trees.” Viewers are confronted with mirrors to reflect 

how we see both ourselves and the outside world. And gold 

sparklessparkles symbolize the true treasure in our daily lives: “like a 

friend’s smile.” In tribute to both the personal and universal, 

Boutaud often adds a metal slice rescued from her 

grandparent’s factory on which she inscribes the work’s title. 

De Ton Centre, 48” x 36”, oil painting and collage on canvas

Dominique Boutaud
Nashua, NH
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REANA CITRIN
 

Rhapsody of Palm Beach, 40” x 31”, oil on canvas

www.reanacitrin.com       renacitrin@gmail.com
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The works “After Rain” and “A Garden with Peonies” are 

brilliant and startling. What first appears as a simple garden on 

examination explodes with razor-sharp vibrancy. The 

brushstrokes have been laden with thick paint, applied like a 

sculptor applying clay onto a relief. “It is all from my 

imagination,” says the artist, “but I hope it exists . . . 

somewhere.” 

ReanaReana Citrin’s work is included in several collections around 

the world..

“The brushstrokes have been 
laden with thick paint, applied like 
a sculptor applying clay onto a 

relief.”

After the Rain, 48” x 36”, acrylic and oil on canvas

Reana Citrin’s pilgrimage to her present stature as a noted 
American artist with representation in collections around the 

world began in her native Baku, Azerbaijan, took her to Israel in 

1975, where she graduated from Tel Aviv University, and ended 

in Chicago in 1986. While working as an art consultant for a 

local gallery, the innate attraction of her roots led Reana to seek 

out and represent talented but unknown artists from Moscow 

andand St. Petersburg. After years of learning her craft, she 

opened the first Russian art gallery in Chicago’s new art 

district. Her eye was so accurate that the salon became a great 

success and cemented Reana’s reputation, first in Chicago and 

then throughout the Midwest.

A decade later and Reana felt the time was right to pursue a 

burning passion to open another art gallery, this time to tap into 

the phenomenal energy being created in the Heartland by 

opening a showplace in the heart of downtown Chicago. This 

too, filled a great need, and opened yet another personal 

pathway. After her years of studying great artists and 

representing fabulous works of art from around the world, 

ReanaReana’s career direction lead in another direction, fulfilling and 

perfecting a lifelong desire — to paint. The Ubu Fine Art gallery 

in Chicago became the focus for fine-tuning her artistic skills. 

A Garden of Peonies, 51” x 41”, acrylic and oil on canvas

Reana Citrin
Chicago, IL
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DIANE COMEAU
 

Tropical Fantasy, 36” x 24”, oil on canvas

www.dianecomeauart.com       dianesart2@gmail.com
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Big, bold, colorful pieces are my signature. I use vibrant colors 

and combinations that are a treat to the eye. My paintings’ 

main purpose is to awaken the senses and the feelings of the 

viewer. Movement is infused in my work, and the goal is to 

create artwork that is filled with beauty and joy and that uplift 

the human spirit..

Purple Shadows, 30” x 20”, oil on canvas

Diane, a native of Richmond, Virginia, grew up in New Canaan, 
Connecticut. In 1957, she moved to Hollywood, Florida, where 

she graduated from the Hollywood College of Beauty. She 

practiced her love of color and esthetics working as a colorist 

and hair stylist, complementing her work by advancing her keen 

interest in the arts - first in ceramics, then china painting, fine 

art painting, and sculpture. 

SheShe has been a member of the Pembroke Pines Art Guild for 25 

years, the last 8 years as president. She is also a member of the 

Hollywood Art Guild and the Weston Art Guild.

I have been making art as an outlet for my creativity for the last 

30 years. I have always been interested in color, form, and 

texture. By applying these principles to express my inspiration 

and ideas for my artwork, I have been fortunate to study with 

many talented artists . . . and I am still learning.

ManyMany years working with color sharpened my focus and refined 

my visual skills. I use the Florida landscape - filled with 

stunning flowers, colors, and shapes - to fill my canvases.

MostMost of my floral images are captured in the field in natural 

light. My composition and perspective, and especially the play 

of light, create a strong sense of place and result in images that 

are dramatic and moving.  I isolate aspects of a flower so that 

its fragility or strength, its vulnerability or endurance, can be 

experienced. The paintings draw the viewer in for a close, 

personal encounter.

“My paintings’ main purpose is to 
awaken the senses and the 
feelings of the viewer.”

Tropical Delight, 24” x 36”, oil on canvas

Diane Comeau
Dania Beach, FL
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Website:  www.fabulouscakecouture.com
Email:  fabulouscakecouture@gmail.com
Telephone:  (786) 554-0910

“With a background in architecture and design, I am 
able to translate space and structure into a delicious 
piece of artwork.”





I am always interested in hearing how artists succeed in the 
art world. Most artists don’t have an advisor to help them, 

galleries don’t seem to have as much time for career 

development and, unfortunately, the days of being 

“discovered” are over. Therefore, I have come up with my ten 

tips to help artists succeed.

By Geoffrey Gorman    Santa Fe, New Mexico

What you really 
need to know to 
make it in the art 
world today

10 Tips 
for Success





5. Work with your own mailing list. 

A mailing list is one of the most important tools you have in A mailing list is one of the most important tools you have in 

front of you. Every professional artist I have worked with has 

an active mailing list that they have accumulated over the 

years. Your mailing list is made up of five elements: collec-

tors/interested people; museum directors/curators/staff; gal-

lery dealers/staff; arts writers/media; arts professionals like 

grant writers, etc. Send out postcards to this list at least three 

times a yeatimes a year.

“Sometimes the day-to-day details are the hardest ones to 

take care of, such as updating your resume, photographing 

your work, or keeping accurate records of your inventory.”
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9. Make efforts to promote your work. 

Consider making donations of your work to charitable oConsider making donations of your work to charitable organi-

zations, auctions, museum collections, and fund-raisers. Join 

and participate in arts-related organizations and exhibit at jur-

ied/alternative spaces. Get invited to invitational shows. Con-

sider local and national advertising either on your own or with 

your gallery.

10. Secure appropriate representation at each stage of 

your career. 

Consider several galleries around the country to build up a 

large collector base, advertising opportunities, and varied crit-

ical attention. Have a clear understanding of how much work 

you can produce in a year.

All of these tips are to help you become clear about what you 

want. Remember: exposure equals success for artists.

Geoffrey Gorman is an artist and former gallery director. He at-

tended the Maryland Institute of Art and the Boston Museum 

School. Five years ago he founded GG+A, an artist career de-

velopment firm that works with artists individually and through 

workshops.

“Introduce yourself to dealers, curators, collectors, and 

critics. Museum curators like to see artists at their events 

and appreciate the support.”

7. Network with your peers. 

Set up salons or critical discussion groups. Use your peers as 

an arena for feedback on your work and career. Knowledge of 

other opportunities is very important to artists.

8. Be a visible participant in the art world. 

GoGo to lectures, openings, and arts events that pertain to your 

work. Introduce yourself to dealers, curators, collectors, and 

critics. Museum curators like to see artists at their events and 

appreciate the support. If your specialty is printmaking, let the 

local college or museum know that you are available for 

demonstrations or talks about your specialty.

6. Find role models and mentors. 

When I was running a gallery ten years ago, I picked out several 

other dealers who were successful, got to know them, and then 

found out how they structured their business. A mentor can be 

a businessperson you admire or an artist that has succeeded 

on a level that you want to reach.
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PATRICK DESHAYES
 

Tribute to Munch 2, 36” x 48”, oil on canvas

www.pdeshayes.com       contact@pdeshayes.com
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Patrick’s painting is all about “lines.” Poetry being another of 

his keen interests, his “line” theme was inspired by an essay 

about Baudelaire, comparing the writer's pen to a painter's 

brush.

InIn every sense a line. I am free, I am a line! Defiant, venous, 

defining space. My being a line. Sometimes straight, dotted, 

broken, curved, round, and spiraling luxuriously. At every point 

a line. Generously populating space, I escape to my own 

end..

Betty Star, 48” x 60”, oil on canvas

“His professional life took him in 
directions as diverse as fashion 
store owner and computer 
engineering, but his passion for 
painting was always present.”

Patrick Deshayes is a self-made artist and painter, driven by 
passion and intuition. Born in Le Mans, France, young 

Deshayes was obsessed not only with race cars, but also by art 

and attended classes at the Beaux-Arts Art School. His 

professional life took him in directions as diverse as fashion 

store owner and computer engineering, but his passion for 

painting was always present − he seemingly never stopped 

painting.painting.

Although he had sold some of his work, he did not at first feel 

ready to embark on an exhibition until, in 2006, Deshayes and 

his wife moved to New York, where he immersed himself fully 

into painting. Since then, he has exhibited his art in galleries and 

shows around the United States: Miami, Scottsdale, Las Vegas, 

Fort Lauderdale, as well as internationally in Austria and China.

Silhouette 2, 30” x 40”, oil on canvas

Patrick Deshayes
Union City, NJ
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TRISTINA DIETZ ELMES
 

Dynasty, 20” X 16”, acrylic and mixed-media on paper

www.multimediamavenart.com       multimediamaven@yahoo.com
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The imagery is created through a flow of movement that brings 

the essence of the script alive. The Elemental colors of red 

(fire), green (wood), yellow (earth) and gold (metal) in the works 

are significant in their symbolism of joy, vitality, courage and 

purity; traits that Tristina strives to embody in her artistic life.  

“Each painting speaks to me about experiences from my Asian 

past,” which prompt her to write Haiku poems for the works 

that imbue each one with their own mystical pthat imbue each one with their own mystical presence..

Gratitude, 36” x 24”, acrylic and mixed-media on canvas

Tristina Dietz Elmes grew up in Asia where she soaked up the 
oriental culture, developed an appreciation for ancient art and 

formed an innate sense of balance and color. The daughter of 

a linguist, her first language was Chinese! While living in Korea, 

Tristina found fascination in ink and rice paper paintings; most 

especially the well-known image of the Korean Tiger and the 

ubiquitous oriental Pine Tree. In Taiwan she studied Chinese 

languagelanguage and character painting, graduating high school from 

Taipei American School. 

 

After leaving Asia, Tristina attended college in Maryland, then 

relocated to South Florida. Educated in drawing and abstract 

acrylic painting at the Boca Raton Museum of Art School, 

Florida, and having obtained her Encaustic Wax Painting 

Instructor Certification from R&F Handmade Paints, New York, 

as well as voraciously studying books and videos on 

art-making, Tristina has become a multi-disciplined self-taught 

artist.artist. Combining acrylic, oil and encaustic wax paints with 

reused and repurposed materials, she takes a mixed media 

approach to her artwork.

An Asian theme finds its way into Tristina’s work often; currently 

in the acrylic and mixed-media “Artistic Calligraphy” series, a 

stylized melding of modern and ancient Chinese, Japanese and 

Korean characters.  “I was struck with the inspiration to get back 

to my Asian roots through an artistic expression of the 

calligraphy I loved so much painting as a child. The feel of the 

bamboo and horse hair brush in my hands provides a comfort.” 

“The imagery is created through a 
flow of movement that brings the 
essence of the script alive.”

Red Pagoda, 16” x 20”, acrylic and mixed-media on paper

Tristina Dietz Elmes
Fort Lauderdale, FL
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HELEN KAGAN
 

Many Roads to God, 60” x 48”, mixed media on canvas

www.helenkagan.com       helenkagan@yahoo.com
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My work is influenced by impressionism and, mainly, 

expressionism. My canvases are varied and vibrant, some are 

raw, some refined, all are intuitive. There are domes, bridges to 

the past, cities in the rain, mementos, fields of sunflowers. The 

common themes always present in my paintings are: being on 

your journey, moving towards the light, self-reflection, 

awareness of the “Here and Now,” and, of course, j'oie de 

vivvivre! Communicating on subliminal levels, my art delivers 

these messages through positively charged intention, healing 

frequencies of color, and energetically balanced composition.

Each generation creates new ideas, paradigms, and art forms. 

I believe my “Healing Arts,” as a powerful form of 

self-expression, enhances healing and promotes well-being in 

a viewer. I believe in the interconnectedness of physical, 

mental, and spiritual. My passionate art is a statement of my 

beliefs..

Forever, 48” x 36”, mixed media on canvas

Helen Kagan, Ph.D., a refugee from Russia, is a healer and an 
artist. Her “Healing Arts” blends her own life experience into a 

visual form emphasizing the healing power of art. Helen grew 

up in a communist state where oppression and control were a 

daily reality. In 1991, a quest for freedom led her to the United 

States where she brought her Jewish heritage, a doctorate in 

science, a master's degree in psychology, and an enduring 

thirstthirst to explore life's meaning. She's spent much of her life in 

the U.S. as a holistic therapist. Following her quest, Helen 

studied many healing modalities, and equipped with another 

Master Degree in Clinical Social Work, she's been integrating a 

mind-body-spirit philosophy into her personal and professional 

life.

The light as the apex of Helen Kagan’s art is so strong that it 

reminds us of the sunshine that breaks through the closed 

window of our visions and compels us  to finally open it... for 

self-healing and self-discovery. - M. Ellenson PhD, art critic.

II believe that art heals. For many of us “creatives,” art is a 

spiritual path, a transformational process, a way of being. 

“Healing Arts” is my unique way of integrating expressive arts 

with the art of healing. My intention is to create a substantial 

body of “Healing Art” to serve people and communities in 

need. I envision my artwork being placed in hospitals, medical 

centers, rehabilitation and multicultural centers, behavioral 

healthhealth facilities, crisis centers, and the like, to enhance healing 

and to serve as a vehicle for well-being.

“My canvases are varied and 
vibrant, some are raw, some 
refined, all are intuitive.”

Bridging the Past, 48” x 60”, mixed media on canvas

Helen Kagan
Stuart, FL
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AMY LABONTE
 

Grandfathers Holes in the Sky II, 42” x 31”, acrylics, pencil and inks on board

www.amylabonte.com       amylabonte@care2.com
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When I paint I must revel in patience. My cats stay nearby. They 

love to watch, to nap. And if my work predicts some event or 

interprets a revelation, if my work harnesses the energy to fill a 

need, then it receives a name. Its title always takes me back to 

the grand moment we call time, the specific stretch of life’s 

road where the art and I intersected.

MyMy works have been shown at the American International Art 

Fair, Palm Beach, Fla.; during Art Basel in Miami, Fla.; and most 

recently at the Ideas & Inspiration Home Show, Jacksonville, 

Fla. I also have begun custom works: illustrations of beloved 

pets, for example, and unique canvases to enhance a specific 

environment..

The Gathering, 40” x 30”, acrylics and inks on canvas 

“All share movement, breath, 
musicality and the silence of 

relationship.”

I currently live in Florida where sunshine and thunderstorms 
inspire my work, but I was born and raised in New York City. I 

have been creative for as long as I can remember.  I started 

painting in nursery school and have spent my life studying art 

and languages. I've published short stories, worked in graphic 

design and digital illustration, composed small and large 

mosaic installations. I discovered Abstract Expressionism as a 

way to convey mood and message.way to convey mood and message.

My paintings live on canvas, board, and paper. Some begin 

with an idea, a direction, a mission. Maybe I am creating them 

for a specific space, a place where they can deepen the feel of 

mystery. Other pieces don’t want to be pigeonholed: they’re 

stubborn and won’t reveal themselves until the last moment. All 

share movement, breath, musicality and the silence of 

relationship.

SometimesSometimes I dream about the pieces beforehand. I’ll find 

myself in a gallery or I’ll be walking through a dream apartment 

with dark blue walls  - and the completed paintings hang there 

for my pleasure. I try not to remember them. I don’t want to 

steal others’ ideas. But then I wake up and realize the works do 

belong to me! They were in my dream! Artists from some other 

dimension have allowed me the privilege of a glimpse into their 

world.world.

Beggar's Banquet, 17" x 13", acrylics on board

Amy LaBonte
Jacksonville, FL
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BERENICE MICHELOW
 

Reflection, 60" x 48", oil on canvas

www.michelow.com       michelow@charter.net
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In South Africa, during the 40 years of the Apartheid regime, 

Berenice was viscerally moved by the disadvantaged street 

children living in abject poverty. Her interest in children 

manifests itself in "Michelow's Free Spirits," influenced by her 

grandchildren, and representing youth in an ambiguous 

dissolving space, with no responsibilities of the pressures of 

world problems and a vision and expectancy of a resplendent 

futufuture. Unaware of their future in the real world, they are as free 

as birds.

Her new theme in 2014 is the "Strategic Moment in Time." Still 

working with Michelow's Free Spirits, she conveys the ultimate 

power of the brush stroke to catch that unique moment in time. 

Berenice Michelow has exhibited throughout South Africa, 

Europe and the United States and is included in a number of 

important private, corporate, and museum collections. She 

represented South Africa at the Valparaiso Biennale in Chile..

Forget Me Not, 60" x 48", oil on canvas

“She has an unusual approach to social realism customized 
for each subject. Unconventional perspectives, the silky 

application of paint, charcoal and pastel, and the deletion of 

orienting details are characteristic of her style. This latter 

method creates a palpable tension between what is seen and 

unseen, forcing the audience to extrapolate the message and 

participate in the act of creation. Her works deal in a variety of 

modemodern ills, including poverty and social injustice. but do not 

linger in despair but rather display a hope for the future."  - 

Joyce Asper/Agora Gallery, N.Y.C.

Berenice Michelow was born and educated in South Africa. 

She obtained her Fine Art Diploma at the Faculty of Art, Design 

and Architecture, University of Johannesburg, and studied 

further at London’s Central St. Martins College of Arts and 

Design. She taught for 20 years at the University of the 

Witwatersrand, External Studies Adult Education.

BeBerenice currently lives and works in the United States. This 

has marked the beginning of a whole new development in her 

painting and in her thinking. She was inspired by the 

overwhelming optimism of her newly adopted country which 

has informed her work with numerous patriotic themes about 

choice: pathways (about choices and their importance to the 

future); one’s personal choices; the country's choices - a 

first-time pfirst-time president of color, for example.

“This latter method creates a 
palpable tension between what is 
seen and unseen, forcing the 
audience to extrapolate the 

message and participate in the act 
of creation.”

Monument to Freedom, 48" x 60", oil on canvas

Berenice Michelow
East Longmeadow, MA
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GINA ROSSI
 

Taking Flight, 36" x 24", oil on panel

www.ginarossifineart.com       ginarossifineart@gmail.com
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Gina’s works never show the complete structure, so she can 

easily imagine her own interpretation without being hindered 

by the historical reality. Because her works don’t usually 

reference recognizable form, the results are constructed and 

deconstructed to the extent that meaning is shifted and 

possible interpretation becomes multifaceted..

The Pueblo, 40" x 30", oil on panel

“As I apply abstraction, I create 
intense personal moments 
constructed by means of rules 
and omissions, acceptance and 

refusal.”

Gina was born and lived in Rhode Island during her early 
childhood. As a teen and adult, she resided and traveled 

extensively throughout Europe and the United States. While 

living in Italy, Gina contracted a childhood illness and during 

her recuperation her mother gave her a set of oil paints and 

canvas. She had always been drawn to art doing sketches and 

pastels but fell in love with painting from that point on. Gina 

retureturned to the United States for further training and earned 

bachelor’s and master’s degrees in Fine Arts. She taught at the 

university level for several years and retired as director of 

education at a museum in 2001. She now lives in Santa Fe, 

New Mexico.

Gina makes paintings and mixed media artworks. In her work, 

she explores the relationships between various color 

harmonies and surface textures. This provides her with the 

means to explore spontaneity and chance. Her works feature 

coincidental, accidental, and unexpected connections. 

Combining unrelated aspects lead to surprising analogies and, 

by examining the ambiguity and origination via retakes and 

variations,variations, she formalizes the coincidental and emphasizes the 

conscious process of composition that is behind the seemingly 

random works.

Asian Spring Festival, 36" x 24", mixed media on panel 

Gina Rossi
Sante Fe, NM
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ANTHONY SCIME
 

Project #1, 36” X 24”, digital painting

www.artams.com       anthony@artams.com
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To Anthony, design is much more than a job or hobby, it's an 

obsession. He is an illustrator, graphic designer, and an 

all-around creative. Designing and being creative has 

completely woven itself into almost every aspect of his life, to a 

near dangerous level, and he wouldn't want it any other way. 

He is very dedicated to his work and making his work 

successful. He is also very dedicated to making himself 

successful,successful, being able to have a comfortable life doing 

something that he loves to do... create..

Project #3, 36” X 24”, digital painting

“To Anthony, design is much 
more than a job or hobby, it's 

an obsession.”

Anthony Scime has been creating art before he really 
understood what it was, and wants to keep creating art for a 

very long time. He has lived in South Florida for most of his life 

after moving from his home town of Buffalo, NY. After 

graduating out of high school, he attended The Art Institute of 

Fort Lauderdale. There he graduated with a BS in illustration in 

2008 and won best conceptual portfolio. 

AnthonyAnthony first started creating digital paintings after really 

understanding the impact it has in the art world. It’s the 

medium of a new generation of great artists. It gave him the 

ability to create pieces that were never possible for him in his 

original medium which was colored pencil, and allowed him to 

explore and to create a contemporary art series. His first digital 

painting was a simple apple, and it made him realize just how 

muchmuch more advanced he can become in his skills with this 

medium. He then realized how important it was to study 

everything around him for inspiration - light and shadow, color, 

shape and texture.

Project #4, 36” X 24”, digital painting

Anthony Scime
Fort Lauderdale, FL
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Internationally acclaimed fine-art photographer Michael 
Joseph's meteoric rise from humble street cameraman to 

award-winning artist is an inspiring success story best told in 

his own voice. Joseph's keen eye for architectural composition 

and the beauty to be found within the hard edges of today's 

urban landscape led him on a 15-year mission to photograph 

key metropolitan centers - both at home and abroad. He is a 

self-taughtself-taught virtuoso with a 35mm camera. Many of his powerful 

black-and-white cityscapes now hang in important private, 

public, and museum collections. You'll also recognize him as 

publisher of this magazine and co-owner of Artblend Inc., the 

artist representative agency whose sophisticated, multi-level 

marketing approach and quality exhibitions have been gaining 

critical acclaim throughout the industry. 

But perhaps none of this would have happened had he not 

been ready to jump when luck came calling ... accompanied by 

a healthy dose of good-ole New York chutzpah! Here's the 

account of one life-changing day in the life of an aspiring young 

photographer: 

By Mindy Leaf    Fort Lauderdale, FL

A day in the life of 
photographer 
Michael Joseph

New York, 
New York



Michael Joseph, Wall Street



On the flight, I read the camera manual. This is a 

multi-functional camera with plenty of modes. For now, I just 

needed to know how to manually set the shutter and aperture. 

The extremely sharp auto-focus is a welcome bonus. 

MuchMuch like the trusty AE-1, I rely on an accurate built-in light 

meter, and then bracket shoot. It was an unforgettable day, the 

air was crisp n' cool, and a perfect autumn day was unfolding 

before my eyes. In weather report terms, it was UCAV 

(Unlimited Ceiling And Visibility). With no bags to claim, I 

quickly got into a taxi, and headed for a downtown sanctuary 

known to most any amateur or pro, B&H Photo. This place 

shouldshould be a registered landmark! By 10 am there's already a 

line forming outside. I anxiously wait my turn, and exit with ten 

rolls of pure magic, Kodak TMX Pro 100/36exp, and I'm ready 

... wait ... I need coffee.

While sipping, I walk with a heightened sense of awareness, 

and compose shots in my mind's eye. I rarely raise the camera

Brooklyn Bridge

“Chance favors the well prepared mind”  - L. Pasteur

ItIt was early morning, October 2000. I had just awakened to a 

ringing phone, but this particular call turned out to be 

opportunity knocking. It was the owner of the Elaine Baker 

Gallery in Boca Raton, Florida. She's a very busy woman, and 

deals exclusively with important artists, and I now had her 

undivided attention. I heard her shuffling through photographic 

proofs I had sent her when she suddenly stopped on an image 

ofof a Manhattan skyscraper, and exclaimed, "That's it — I want 

New York — you have a show — it opens in two months! You 

do have more images of New York?" “Yes of course,” I 

answered without a hint of hesitation. She wanted to look at my 

portfolio — right now. I was told to bring more proofs the 

following week, and together we would select the exhibition. 

“Great, no problem, see you then,” I replied.

I had three photographs of the city, made in 1998. The best one 

was in the portfolio. Only I knew that and what had to 

immediately be done. Racing back to my studio, I went online, 

and purchased a one-day roundtrip ticket to the Big Apple, 

departing early the next morning. 

II also had one other small dilemma — I didn't have a camera 

that worked. I had just returned from a month-long shoot in 

Paris. I had been using the same equipment I began my career 

with (passed to me from my father), a very well-used and 

reliable Canon AE-1 with 28mm and 50mm lenses. On the last 

day there, it finally expired, but only after faithfully delivering to 

me so much, in return for the years of TLC. 

Financially stretched, I got together with my close friend David, 

and told him my situation. He runs a consignment shop in 

town, and is always eager to make a deal. I signed on the 

dotted line with "Mr. Needful Things" and, with cash in hand, 

went to my local camera shop. They had just taken in on trade 

a barely used Canon EOS 3 with a 24-85mm Canon Ultra Sonic 

Lens, with original box and manuals. It's far more camera than 

I I was used to, but the price was so right it couldn't be wrong. 

They told me I deserve it, and it would only make me happy. I 

left with it, and my faith restored anew. 

I consider myself a "street" photographer, with unconventional 

means and ways. My gear is always kept to a minimum, 

enabling me to move about unencumbered and unnoticed — 

particularly when I venture into spaces I am not supposed to 

be. In the same backpack with extra articles of warm clothing, 

I stuff my camera, lens, and occasional red filter. I never use a 

tripod, and would buy my film in the city. 
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Technically an exposure setting for this kind of shot is difficult 

to find. The bright sky makes up for 75% of the frame, and the 

meter wants to continually adjust for it. Knowing what is tried 

and true, I ignore the sporadic blinking in my viewfinder, dial in 

at 500/fl3, and finger the button. I express my appreciation 

towards the talent with a sly wink and a nod, and confidently 

walk off the set. 

I'mI'm often asked why there are no people in my photographs. I 

feel as though people are a distraction to what I am trying to 

achieve artistically. It's not always possible to evacuate the 

scene, and it can become frustrating. 

MeanderingMeandering through the canyon of concrete and steel, 

everything becomes surreal. In thought, I enter a zone 

reminiscent of an athlete during a critical moment, just before 

making the winning point. I am not fixed on any preconceived 

ideas, or forcing the shot to happen. I'm not occupied with “will 

this sell,” “does it fit a series,” or what I'll do in the darkroom. 

Radio City

Aware of the sun's movement, I decided to work north, and 

then make my way south to the island's end. Entering a 

winding footpath into "Central Park," the juxtaposition and 

tonal range are incredible, and visually compared to something 

I have only seen in Ansel Adams' books. I made this, and 

several other photographs, throughout the walk. I vigorously 

exited back into the mainstream hustle, and there, poised 

towatowards the heavens was "St. Patrick's Cathedral." My first 

thought is, how am I going to make a photograph of this unlike 

the hundreds I've seen before — that is the real challenge. I 

have practiced not obsessing with the object of desire by 

putting it in plain view on center, but rather to abstract it. To 

almost obscure it in a way that it becomes framed, and requires 

you to concentrate when viewing it. I am devoted to high 

contrast,contrast, and emphasize form over function. I remember with 

this image it was high noon, and I was trying to block the 

sunlight that kept flaring the lens. Taking cover in a doorway 

across the street, I lay flat on my stomach against the warm 

pavement, and used the full wide angle at 125/fl6 to get it. And 

since I was already on my knees, I knew a little prayer couldn't 

hurt, to go along with ... thanking my lucky stars. 

Speaking of stars, the midtown legends "Empire State 

Building" and Chrysler Building are supermodels. They're 

always on the make, have not a bad side, and are exhilarating 

to be with. Like the fashion photographer, I entice a relationship 

with my subject. I take time courting, dancing, communicating, 

and stirring an intimate chemistry. This sounds ridiculous; 

however, looks can be superficial and fleeting. Typically 

somethingsomething so grandiose and beautiful is overwhelming, and 

you're not sure how to act in its presence. I have found that 

instead of trying to capture it all, which can result in exhausting 

defeat, less is more. True art disguises itself in apparent 

simplicity, and good design is an exercise in restraint. In my 

signature style, these photographs depict the illusion of a sexy 

model wearing a draped garment, revealing and concealing 

simultaneouslsimultaneously.

to see through the viewfinder. I have used the same lens 

consistently, and know what it'll do. I don't shoot a lot of film, 

and especially excessive takes of the same thing. I find it 

difficult to edit later. Knowledge and understanding of the craft 

is far superior to guesswork. I have further committed to 

trusting my gear, instincts and its close relative — anticipation. 

"Click,""Click," "click," "click." I have it, I'm on, and I'm fired up! It's 

nearly 11am, the first shot, "Wall Street," is made while 

attempting a jaywalk, and looking straight up between two 

modern monoliths. Elapsed time 250/f11. Everything's where it 

is supposed to be; light, shadow and me. I'm familiar with 

Manhattan; I grew up in a small country town in Connecticut, 

and made regular excursions to the city via the Metro. It was 

onlyonly an hour's ride, and always adventurous. Those memorable 

trips and the photographic journeys I make now are about 

creation, wonderment, and the joy of discovery.
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St. Patrick's
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What I like is defined by knowing what I don't like. I shoot 

purely for my interest and amazement, and without trying to 

appease anyone in the process. The camera is an extension of 

my personality, and it is going to appear that way on film. 

ItIt’s late afternoon, and I've pocketed seven canisters. New 

York is made up of many boroughs and districts, each 

significantly defined by its own character. There's a lot to see 

and do, and I have to confess there's been one shot I'm still 

intent on making. The "Brooklyn Bridge" is perhaps the most 

famous of all New York landmarks, and before I can even think 

about triggering, I pause in admiration. As I had envisioned, the 

conditionsconditions are as equivalent to the word “perfect” as described 

by Webster. Now this is when unencumbered, and where 

unnoticed really take precedence, and fearlessness replaces 

casualness. I climbed up, out, and onto the span to get 

"Cross-town" from a vantage point known only by the locals — 

the seagulls. 

From my perch, the sunset was nothing short of spectacular, 

and the occasion called for use of the red filter. The applied 

effect for "Pier 17" enhanced the unfolding drama. This 

requires additional compromise — three f-stops up, and three 

down, I begin at 60/f8. Safely back on the ground, and before 

the curtain of darkness completely fell, I would make one last 

photograph that would change my life. However, I would not 

know that for some time to come. know that for some time to come. 

I made my way back to "Times Square" for a boost in energy. 

This image was made in 1998, and was the catalyst in my 

portfolio, "I want NY", that sent me here. Like a moth to a 

flame, I'm automatically drawn to the warm glow of neon, and 

can't resist "Radio City" and "Rockefeller Center" on this 

delightful evening. With no drastic technical changes (faster 

film, push/pull), I tempt fate and experience with the final roll of 

36.36. This requires a setting of 15/f5.6, and I use a convenient 

object as a tripod, not only for stability, but also for subject 

matter. And with all due respect, these images are my homage 

to those who came before me, Bernice Abbott and Alfred 

Stieglitz. 

I had made arrangements to stay overnight with a friend and 

would be home in the afternoon. Back at my studio I began 

processing film, and printing contact sheets. Preparing for an 

exhibition is done in laborious stages (1. Circle good contact 

images, 2. Print 4 x 6 proofs, 3. Edit them, 4. Re-print 11 lx 14 

post proofs, 5. Select exhibition, 6. Make final prints) and then 

out for framing. I like to call in my unbiased editor/girlfriend to 

assistassist with step 1. Usually I won't touch the film for over a 

month, I like forgetting about the prints, and then rediscovering 

them. There's a wow factor built-in, and I'm more likely to pick 

out the gems right away. I call it fresh eyes — fresh attitude. It 

was time for the other women, and back at the gallery we 

selected the exhibition. I also keep the gallery show to a 

minimum, and hang no more than nine to twelve images in 

Cross-town
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I noticed the cross, and humbly acknowledged it without 

breaking stride, until I hesitated at the entrance leading under 

the city. I looked down at my camera, and had exactly 8 frames 

left. I retraced my footsteps, and made the photo. "The World 

Trade Center" was one of the three New York City photographs 

made in 1998, so I was not intending on photographing the 

towers again. Much more has come about as a result of this 

photo, which leads to another storphoto, which leads to another story, for another time.  You can 

learn more by visiting www.september11banner.com

“Sometimes it’s more important to click with people, than 

the shutter”  - A. Eisenstadt

There is no substitute for hard work, the early bird catches the 

worm, and a little can go a long way. The art business has 

changed a lot mainly due to the Internet. Today we can 

communicate around the world, at any time. When I built my 

website, I did so with the intention of having people review my 

work, whenever they wanted. 

OneOne day after waking (no ringing) I proceeded to check my 

e-mail. There it was: “Dear Sir: We would like to publish a ‘2004 

Black & White New York City’ calendar featuring your 

photography. If you are interested, please contact us." And 

with that, my relationship with BrownTrout Publishers, Inc., the 

largest international calendar company in the world, was made. 

In addition, I have established a publishing deal with New Era 

FineFine Art Inc., producers of limited edition series of prints sold 

around the world by major retail outlets, including Amazon, 

Walmart, Overstock, and Bloomingdales.  I have licensed my 

photography to TV shows, commercials, and movies.  It has 

been over a decade since these humble beginnings and today 

my presence in the art world has grown considerably. My wife 

Elaine and I own Artblend Inc., a Fort Lauderdale-based, 

multi-functionmulti-function organization composed of a prestigious 

6200-square-foot fine art gallery, marketing agency, book 

publishing company, and international art magazine..

In God We Trust

various sizes, framed from 20 x 24 inches up to 4 x 5 feet. The 

exhibition opened and, if measured in sales, it was very 

successful; if weighed by networking, it was very heavy. Arthur 

Steinman purchased "Times Square," and it is part of his 

extensive photography collection permanently donated to the 

Santa Barbara (California) Museum of Art. Several art 

consultants have placed my work with many public 

corporationscorporations worldwide, including Royal Caribbean Cruise 

Lines, Crowne Plaza Resorts, and Symantec Inc. Private 

collections include: Tony Bennett, Jane Seymour, Peter Max, 

President Bush, and former NYC Mayor Rudolph Giuliani. 

Almost one year later, a phone call would awaken me again. I 

knew it wasn't opportunity, which only knocks once. This had 

the tone of bad news; it was September 11th. During the long 

hours of shock and numbness, my significant other and I were 

held close together by a select memory. In my archives there 

was a single frame of film waiting for its time. The time had 

come indeed; it was that last photograph which would change 

mymy life. During the editing process it never even got circled. The 

photo entitled "In God We Trust" was made walking from the 

Brooklyn Bridge over to Chambers Street, bound for the 

Midtown subway.
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ERNEST SOCOLOV
 

Wetlands I, 9” x 18”, acrylic on board

www.artblend.com       ernart@att.net
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Socolov taught painting and design at the Newark High School 

of Art, The Art Institute of Fort Lauderdale, and Broward 

Community College. He has exhibited and won awards at The 

Boca Museum of Art, The Broward Art Guild, Coral Springs 

Museum of Art, ArtServe, Art in the Park, and The Fitness 

Company. His portrait of Simon Wiesenthal (the famed Nazi 

hunter) is in the collection of The Museum of Tolerance in Los 

Angeles.Angeles. Socolov also finds time to volunteer teaching art to 

chemo patients, as well as work with a wounded Vietnam 

veteran through the VA.  He also teaches privately.

Socolov has earned Certificates of Excellence from: The Art 

Directors Club of New York, The Art Directors Club of New 

Jersey, The American Institute of Graphic Arts, The Mead 

Paper Company’s Award for Annual Reports, The New York 

Mystery Writers Club for Book Jackets, the Society of 

Publications Designers, Art Direction Magazine’s Creativity on 

Paper, and the New York Lithographers Competition..

Wetlands II, 24” x 36”, oil on canvas 

Ernest Socolov began his formal art training at New York’s 
Pratt Institute. After graduating, he went on to study engraving 

and painting at the Brooklyn Museum and painting and design 

at the prestigious Atelier Fernand Leger in Paris, France. He 

subsequently studied engraving with Gabor Peterdi, and 

returned to the Brooklyn Museum for further work in painting 

and drawing.

AA prolific and creative worker, Socolov has a long list of credits 

in the commercial and fine arts worlds. His background 

includes art and design for the American Broadcasting 

Company (radio and TV), Esquire Magazine, Columbia 

Records, Prentice-Hall, Macmillan, Walker & Co., and Monthly 

Review, and a full package, logo and gift decanter project for 

Pusser’s Rum.  He has created and illustrated images for Love 

GrGreeting Cards, and designed projects for Becton Dickinson, 

Trans Caribbean Airlines, Bulova, Columbia Pictures, United 

Artists, Paramount, McGraw-Hill, DuPont, International Paper, 

Schick, Revlon, The Wool Bureau, 3MCompany, ACR 

Electronics, and General Foods. He designed and illustrated 

Rolf and Edgar, a children’s book for Simon & Schuster.

“To me art is love, and bringing a 
blank canvas to life by creating a 
thing of beauty, atmosphere and 

relevance.”

Florida Landscape, 23” x 26”, acrylic on board

Ernest Socolov
Fort Lauderdale, FL
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GORDON J. SOLOMON
 

Red Sky, 60” x 70”, oil on canvas

www.gordonsolomon.com       g.solomon@candw.ky
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Solomon's lively palate reflects the vibrancy of island light and 

life. He works primarily in oil, feeling the traditional medium can 

best express his personal vision. known for his pointillist  style 

he coined “spots of Light” depicting nautical scenes, foliage 

and gardens, Solomon has recently embraced cubism to 

express more abstract ideas such as childhood, love, and 

destiny. Whatever his style, his muse always hearkens back to 

dailydaily life in the Caymans. The latest "Thatcher" series 

showcases rope makers in the early 1900s (when the island 

was known for its ship building industry); while "Red Sky" is 

part of a recent community event where the public was invited 

to add their mark. Solomon continues to maintain his presence 

as well, through charitable contributions to Cayman Hospice 

Care, N.C.V.O., C.I.C.C., and others..

Thatcher, 40” x 40”, oil on canvas

The very soul and beat of the Caribbean flow through the 
fingers of Gordon Solomon, artist and musician, on a daily 

basis. The prolifically creative Cayman Island native first 

established his career in 1999 as part of the internationally 

recognized "Native Sons" group. His painted car for the 

Cayfest art exhibition has been hailed as a "modernist 

masterpiece." Then, in 2002, while employed as an art 

instructorinstructor for the Cayman Islands Marine Institute and working 

on a mural depicting the island's past and present, he 

discovered what would become his life's artistic mission:

Solomon's a natural talent who recognizes there is always 

more to learn. In 2003, he journeyed to Cuba for additional 

fine-art training at the University of Superior Art. More notable 

exhibitions followed, including The National Gallery, The Visual 

Arts Society and Art at Governors, culminating with a solo 

show at Broadway Gallery in 2009 and group show at Artexpo 

New York this year. He won a Silver Star Medal for Creativity in 

thethe Arts in 2009 and placed second in the Ogier Art Awards of 

2012.

Fountain of Youth, 30” x 36”, oil on canvas

“Cayman's culture is my main 
drive and inspiration - all relevant 
history and traditions, our 

spirituality. I want to give people 
these things when I paint, and 
share what I feel and see.”

Gordon J. Solomon
Grand Cayman, Cayman Islands
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TRAVIS STOKES 
 

Beach Moon, photography

www.artblend.com       freeride85@comcast.net
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More than anything else at the moment, I find photographing 

flowers as a very interesting subject. I relate it to my philosophy 

that “Life is like a flower” – it is so precious and beautiful, but it 

doesn’t last long. Cherish what you have, someday you will be 

gone. However, what shall remain are the photographs and 

memories..

She Stands Alone, photography

A Lilly in its Darkest Hour , photography

I grew up and currently still live in the quaint New England 
town of Westerly, Rhode Island. I enjoy being outdoors and my 

passion for photography has provided me the opportunity to 

combine it with my recreational hobbies; motocross and four 

wheeling with my custom-modified Jeep.

II have been intrigued with photography since the age of four. It 

allows me to capture a moment in time and to behold treasured 

memories that evoke emotions of happiness and sadness. 

Sometimes, photographs can even be hard to look at.

II am a self-taught photographer and I continue to work with my 

first camera, a Canon EOS 30D I purchased eight years ago. In 

the beginning, I had no idea what I was doing with it and how it 

functioned. So I applied the “trial and error” method to figure 

out all the camera’s sophisticated settings and learn how to 

really use it to make extraordinary images.

I’veI’ve never been good with words or communicating my 

thoughts and feelings. Photography has provided me a 

wonderful way of expressing myself. In fact, what I like the 

most about showing my photography is people’s reactions to 

the images and how they always seem to ask questions. I enjoy 

that and it brings a smile to my face when I can show people 

something mundane in a whole new light. 

“What I like the most about 
showing my photography is 

people’s reactions to the images 
and how they always seem to ask 

questions.”

Travis Stokes
Westerly, RI
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JOSEFINA TEMIN
 

Homenaje al Colibrí, series of 5, 20” x 25” x 18”, stainless steel

www.josefinatemin.com       jtemin@hotmail.com
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Temin has described her work as “a poetry of perception,” a 

doorway to the engagement of senses both spiritual and down 

to earth. The hard-working sculptor credits both sorts of 

influences for inspiring her extensive output. Attracted by batik 

fabric design, she studied the craft in Minneapolis, Minnesota, 

then returned to her roots with tutelage under central Mexico’s 

Oaxacan folk art masters. Traveling exhibitions reflect a lifetime 

ofof growth and development in exquisitely crafted collections. 

Most recent exhibitions include “Vainitas,” series of 11, paper 

and wood; “Homenaje al Colibri,” series of 5, stainless steel; 

and “Gusanitos,” series of 2, paper and eucalyptus wood. 

Whatever her chosen materials, colors, or themes, the clear 

vision of the artist always shines through. Perhaps Roman art 

presenter Letizia Lanzarotti said it best: “What makes 

Josefina’s art so special is simply her design - a design that 

always leads to Conceptual Art, tracing a new vision of the 

Contemporary.”.

Gusanitos, series of 2, 7” x 14” x 16”, 6” x 16” x 15”, paper 
and eucalyptus wood

Art has long been considered a solid, lasting tribute to that 
which is most ephemeral - our human condition. Mexican artist 

Josefina Temin, a leader of the New Conceptual Art movement, 

pays tribute to mankind’s rich creative heritage while giving 

fresh meaning to the excitement of life’s simple pleasures. “The 

way we exist organically, as part of nature, basic geometric 

shapes - circles, squares, rhombuses - is what excites and 

amazesamazes me. I can see deep within a flower, an insect, a leaf, 

and am grateful with wonder.”

Temin’s sculptures are multisensory experiences, often 

employing the lightness of cut paper set against bright steel 

and/or rich wood. Harmony is to be found in contrasts between 

the fragile and solid, the feminine and masculine that which 

exists in nature vs. the man made. Her works appear outwardly 

delightful, almost playful, yet on deeper analysis one is struck 

by the intricate way light passes through and around the 

variousvarious surfaces of her compositions. The play of light gives 

birth to multi-faceted shadows; their contemplation can evoke 

all the vastness of time and space. 

“The way we exist organically, as 
part of nature, basic geometric 
shapes - circles, squares, 

rhombuses - is what excites and 
amazes me.”

Vainitas, series of 11, 9" x 5" x 6" to 5" x 7" x 4", paper and wood 

Josefina Temin
Naucalpan, México 
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MISSAK TERZIAN  
 

Meli-Melo-Dy, 45” x 78”,oil on canvas

www.missakterzian.com       info@missakterzian.com
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Time is an essential dimension of the composition and 

re-composition, as well as of the contemplation and 

re-contemplation of Missak Terzian’s semi-abstract painting. 

Looking at a picture requires backing off, and moving forward, 

visualizing the whole, and probing into the minutiae of the 

artwork. In this advancing and retreating process, the 

deciphering becomes more accurate and fruitful, enriching 

oneone’s gaze with unexpected meetings of shapes, colors, and 

meanings..

Instruments in Green, 47” x 55”, acrylic on canvas

“As an artist, my primal impulse is 
to paint a visual testament of the 
mind, body, and spirit, a 
compulsion to express 

existence.”

As an artist, my primal impulse is to paint a visual testament of 
the mind, body, and spirit, a compulsion to express existence. 

For me, art is about empowerment. Distortion and exaggeration 

triggers in me a continuous search for the truth and the 

unknown. The creative process of art makes me a part of this 

search. I believe that art cannot be measured. There are no 

absolutes, no relations, no biases, and no cultures or religion. 

ArtArt takes time, commitment, failure and revisions, wakes up the 

imagination, and stimulates new resolution.

Armenian-American artist Missak Terzian was born in Beirut in 

1949. He describes himself as a semi-abstract, figurative 

expressionist painter. Terzian studied at Ecole d’Art Guvder in 

1968 and graduated from London College of Printing in 1971. 

He held his first major art exhibition in 1984. Since then, the 

artist has participated in over 100 exhibitions worldwide.

SolicitedSolicited both by the human body and oil painting, Missak 

Terzian gave himself at first to stylized figuration with a cubist 

slant. His natural impetuosity, zest and bravura as an inborn 

colorist carried him soon towards a vibrating lyricism of the 

brushstroke. Guided by the body’s outline as organizing 

pattern, his brush assaults became the true motif of his 

canvasses.

TheThe surface of the canvas is a field of multidimensional 

forces-colors. Seen one by one or in restricted zones, they 

seem to be totally abstract, scattered, incoherent and 

meaningless, were if not for the underlying regulating scheme 

that magnetizes them, lending them convergence, coherence 

and signification. The figuration results from a combination of 

graphic and chromatic non figurative elements.

Mingled in the Breeze, 41” x 51”, acrylic on canvas

Missak Terzian 
Sherman Oaks, CA
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MURRAY WEINSTEIN
 

Flowers of Color, 30” x 30”, acrylic on canvas

www.artblend.com       mwmw18@aol.com
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Transit, 36” x 36”, acrylic on canvas

Like Mondrian, Weinstein's paintings are not composed of 

perfectly flat planes of color, as one might expect. Brush 

strokes are evident throughout, although they are subtle. 

Typical of this style is his painting "Sunrise-Sunset." One of the 

most minimal of Weinstein's canvases, this painting consists 

only of red, yellow, and orange perpendicular lines in a 

triangular form. The lines extend all the way to the edges of the 

canvas, giving the feeling that the painting canvas, giving the feeling that the painting reaches into infinity.

Weinstein’s seemingly simplified paintings are brought down to 

the most basic elements in order to reveal the essence of 

balance, symmetry, and harmony. He constructs lines and 

color combinations on a flat plane in order to express general 

beauty with unfettered awareness, but not always with 

calculation. He is led by his own intuition, which is channeled 

and controlled by an innate rhythm. Weinstein creates basic 

formsforms of the esthetic, supplemented if necessary by other 

direct lines, in which they become a work of art, as vivid as it is 

real.. 

Color and art have always been an intimate part of my life. As 
a retired printing company executive, my whole career has 

been observing the profound effect the artistic process has on 

an individual’s perspective on life. This has been strengthened 

by my numerous experiences with leading artists, graphic 

artists, and art directors working with New York City advertising 

agencies, the toughest critics in the world. I have seen the 

emergence,emergence, and embraced the importance, of the Pantone 

Matching System and the creation of thousands of uses of 

color on the printed sheet and the subtle emotional reactions to 

incremental change. 

At this point in my life, I am driven to personally explore the art 

of painting and creating. All the works that I have completed 

until now are based on what I call “compatible contrasting 

color,” informed by my long experience with Pantone matching.

MurrayMurray Weinstein's vision of his art is clearly demonstrated in 

the mutation of his artistic style from traditional representation 

to total hard-edge geometric abstraction. The trained eye will 

note the obvious − that Weinstein is greatly influenced and 

inspired by Piet Mondrian, Gerhard Richter, and Peter Max. 

“He is led by his own intuition, 
which is channeled and controlled 

by an innate rhythm.”

Sunrise-Sunset, 36” x 36”, acrylic on canvas

Murray Weinstein
Delray Beach, FL
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ROY WIEMANN
 

Estonuncavimos, 25” x 20”, mixed media

www.wiemann.com       roy@wiemann.com
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Born and bred in Ft Lauderdale, Roy completed his MFA at the 

University of Miami and headed directly to New York City where, 

besides raising a family, he spent over 30 years as a successful 

illustrator and designer. His clients have included HBO, The 

New Yorker, TIME, and the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum 

among countless others. Between deadlines, Roy was able to 

continue painting and exhibiting while his art was acquired for 

numenumerous collections. Within the last year, Roy has returned to 

Ft Lauderdale with his family to set up his studio to focus on 

painting and a happy reunion with humidity..

“Despite the seriousness of the 
work, I absolutely enjoy creating 
these paintings as they unfold and 

come alive.”

Span, 74” x 77” x 3”, acrylic on linen/wood

What I find fascinating with interpreting a piece of art is the 

immeasurable ways – often simultaneously – one can react to a 

particular brushstroke or unique framing device or simply, a 

single subtle color.

AsAs early as I can recall, I have used my art as a way of 

speaking. Whether detailing the emotional aspects of a specific 

relationship, or an experience, my paintings have provided an 

ideal way to voice these very private and personal moments. 

Despite the seriousness of the work, I absolutely enjoy creating 

these paintings as they unfold and come alive.

OverOver the years, I have continually sought new ways to expand 

these visual statements. For example, introducing silkscreened 

and handwritten text into the art, or deconstructing my frames, 

has added further layers of nuance to these works.  I hope to 

convey these many levels of interplay to those interested and 

intrigued by my art.

Idiot Scars, 77” x 63” x 4”, acrylic on linen/wood

Roy Wiemann
Fort Lauderdale, FL
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ZONG
 

04.02.2014, 66" x 43", oil on canvas

www.zong-abstraction.jimdo.com       zongalerie@gmail.com
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Often, when I exhibit my paintings, people wonder if they are 

created by computer. I find it interesting that my work produces 

a simultaneous digital and “traditional” appearance which 

reinforces my belief that the force which stimulates me is 

native, primitive! I practice oil painting the way "Kata" is taught 

in the martial arts, by working on the breath and the circulation 

of the energies. I try to draw on the essentials of nature, to 

understandunderstand its rhythms, to be directed by them. I would like 

create a language of art which joins directly with the movement 

of life..

25.01.2014, 60" x 43", oil on canvas

“I try to draw on the essentials of 
nature, to understand its rhythms, 
to be directed by them.”

I discovered my innate passion for oil painting several years 
ago and have continually improved my skills and 

understanding of the medium and emotional potential. Over 

time, I have developed a special technique based on the fluidity 

of the material which I call "ten thousand strokes" painting. As 

the name suggests, the final work is developed by countless 

application of the brush to canvas in a repeated motion that 

maymay or may not even include the addition of material. But 

working like this for hours at a time, a trance-like state is 

created moving me in a continuous pulse that eventually 

shapes a very personal and unique language of art. 

These tens of thousands of brush strokes that organize the 

canvas represent life as a series of “phenomena” which  -  as 

the process continues  -  gradually appear, rise, and fall, caught 

in a movement that is beyond the universe, spanning from 

microcosm to macrocosm. Transcending the canvas, life is 

revealed in its transience, where everything seems an endless 

waltz consisting of visible and invisible elements.

12.02.2014, 78" x 43", oil on canvas

Zong
Bordeaux, France
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Print artists have been pushing the envelope for hundreds of 
years. The prints they produce, and the techniques they use, 

reflect our culture, politics, and our social and technical 

evolution. Discovering the work of new print artists and 

rediscovering the work of established artists has been one of 

the most exciting aspects of our work at Vertu Fine Art.

By Gary Santoro    Boca Raton, FL

Some basic terms 
and techniques to 
help you identify, 
evaluate, and
purchase fine art 
prints

The Fine Art 
Print Market



Alex Katz, Orange Hat



The printing press, invented by Johannes Gutenberg in 

Germany around 1450, was faster than any press that had 

previously been developed in China or Korea. Print technology 

gave artists options they hadn’t had before. They could make 

their work more available, and were in greater demand to 

illustrate books, newspapers, and posters for commercial use.

The Artists Who Influenced the Making of Fine Art Prints

InIn the late 1800s, print artists had become part of popular 

culture through their works in books, newspapers, and 

advertising prints. 

 

ParisParis was a hot spot for artists in the years before and after 

World War ll. American artists flocked to Paris to soak up the 

culture and get inspiration. After the war, artists began to flock 

to New York. Roy Lichtenstein, Robert Rauschenberg, Andy 

Warhol, and Jasper Johns, four of the greatest American print 

artists of the twentieth century, created works that still 

influence artists today.  

Andy Warhol, Elvis 1 and 2

Roy Lichtenstein, The Living Room

Understanding the history of the art print, the skill, the 

processes, and mechanics by which a print is created, can 

enhance the experience of owning a print. We’ve come a long 

way from the days when only kings and queens and 

high-ranking clergymen were able to own fine art. 

Prints: A Little History

ArtistsArtists have been carving, etching, engraving, and transferring 

their designs onto cloth, papyrus and other surfaces for 

centuries. Paper was first produced in China in 105 CE, which 

sped up the process of communicating through pictures and 

words, and gave print artists a wider audience.

TheThe earliest dated woodcut, The Diamond Sutra Scroll, in 

which the Buddha teaches how to attain enlightenment, was 

discovered in Turkestan. The Diamond Sutra is the oldest 

known dated printed book in the world (dated May 11, 868).

LinoleumLinoleum was used as flooring in the 1860s and began to be 

used by artists in the early 1900s to create linocuts. Linoleum is 

easier to carve than wood. One of the best examples of linocut 

work is Giacomo Patri’s wordless novel, White Collar.  

“Print technology gave artists options they hadn’t had 

before. They could make their work more available, and 

were in greater demand to illustrate books, newspapers, 

and posters for commercial use.”

Giacomo Patri, White Collar
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Here are some basic terms and techniques for identifying 

fine art prints:

Matrix − the base from which a print is made. Just as a 

woodblock is the base for a woodcut, a matrix can be made of 

almost anything from a metal plate, a piece of linoleum, a 

stone, or a potato.

ReliefRelief Printing − an image printed from the raised or uncut 

part of a matrix. Woodcuts and linocuts are examples of relief 

printing.

IntaglioIntaglio − unlike relief printing, where the printed surface is 

raised, the matrix of an intaglio print is cut, the ink placed in the 

cuts, and the cut-out lines are printed. Etching, engraving, 

drypoint, aquatint, and mezzotint are examples of the intaglio 

process.

PlanographicPlanographic Print − A planographic print is printed from a flat 

surface. Lithographs and some forms of commercial printing 

use the planographic process.

Plate Mark − a plate mark is the result of the edge of a metal 

plate being pushed into the paper by the pressure of the 

printing press..
DownloadDownload the full version of How to Identify and Buy Fine Art 

Prints at: www.vertufineart.com/prints.

Andy Warhol, Marilyn – Castelli Graphics Invitation

How to Buy Prints

YYou don’t have to be an art historian or a museum curator to 

buy a great art print. All it takes is love and money and a 

willingness to ask a lot of questions. Seeing a piece of art work 

that evokes enough emotion in you to make you want to own it 

is usually how it all begins, and it’s a good first step. The next 

step is to get as much information as you can about the artist 

and the artist’s work from the gallery staff and from your own 

researesearch, to help you decide if the art print is worth the asking 

price.

How to Identify Prints

Having some knowledge about what to look for when buying a 

fine art print adds to the appreciation of the work. When you 

see a print in a gallery, it’s complete, hanging in a frame, 

looking pristine. You might note some fine detail or a color that 

“pops,” but understanding the process that went into getting 

that detail or getting that color to “pop” can make you 

appreciate it even more.

“Seeing a piece of art work that evokes enough emotion in 

you to make you want to own it is usually how it all begins, 

and it’s a good first step.”

Robert Rauschenberg, Marsh
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LUDWIG  FRAMEMAKERS
Your source for all your wholesale art & framing needs.We take pride in providing our 

clients with quality products, affordable prices and efficient professional service.

 Custom Picture Framing     Art Resources     Custom Framed Beveled Mirrors

Designers     Corporate    Artists     Residential

www.ludwigframemakers.com     954-421-6966     sales@ludwigframemakers.com



www.koonesart.com917-684-1917 jon@koonesart.com

Mother Love , 54" x 54" acrylic on canvas





Advertising Opportunities For Our 2014 - 2015 Issues

To appear in a quality art magazine that is visible throughout the world is sensible. This 
establishes your importance and provides you with lasting credibility.

Available inprint and for your tablet, phone, and desktop!

Are You Ready To Get Noticed?

creative minds at work

Contact Us Today!
www.artblend.com





Travel at times that suit you,

to and from the most convenient airports,

in control of every element of your journey.

THE SKY IS OUR CANVAS
Private Jets        |        Helicopters        |        Jetliners        |        Air Transport

Toll Free 866-729-JETS   |   www.chapman-freeborn.com   |   uspax@chapman-freeborn.com

Available 24/7/365
Over 30 offices worldwide
Unparalleled global coverage
 

Artblend magazine is complimentary on select flights
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